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FINITE FOUR-GENERATED SIMPLE LATTICES
CONTAIN ALL FINITE LATTICES

WERNER POGUNTKE AND IVAN RIVAL

Abstract.    Every finite lattice is embeddable in a finite, four-generated,

simple lattice.

The purpose of this note is to prove

Theorem. Every finite lattice is embeddable in a finite, four-generated, simple

lattice.

In the middle 1940's P. Whitman [7] conjectured that every finite lattice is

embeddable in a finite partition lattice. Although this conjecture remains

unanswered, it is known that some larger classes of lattices do provide such

embeddings. For example, the class of finite geometric lattices contains all

finite partition lattices and R. P. Dilworth [1] has shown that every finite lattice

is embeddable in a finite geometric lattice. The partition lattice is simple and

can be considered as the lattice of subspaces of a suitable geometry. By

loosening the conditions on this geometry J. Hartmanis [3], [4] has shown that

every finite lattice is embeddable in the finite simple lattice of subspaces of a

geometry.

Our result has a similar character. Its motivation is two-fold: first, H. Strietz

[6] has proven that every finite partition lattice is four-generated; second, R.

Wille [8] has proven that any nontrivial, simple, three-generated lattice is

either a two-element chain or the five-element lattice of length two. In

particular, the number of generators in the statement of our theorem cannot

be improved.

For elements x, y in a partially ordered set, x covers y, denoted x > y, if

x > z > y implies z = y.

Lemma 1. Let L be a lattice, let b, c E L with b > c, and let a be an element

not in L. Then L' — L U {a}, with the partial ordering induced by L and the

comparabilities b > a > c, is a lattice. Moreover, L is a sublattice of L'.

Proof. The proof is routine once we observe that the comparabilities of a

in L' are determined by the comparabilities of b and c in L.    □

Our proof makes essential use of the following important result due to R.

A. Dean [2] and, independently, Ju. I. Sorkin [5].

Lemma 2. Every finite lattice is embeddable in a finite, three-generated lattice.

□
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Let L be a finite lattice and let T\L) be the set of all maximal three-element

chains in L; that is,

T(L) = {(x,-,y,,z,) G L3\zt > y, >- x, for each i = 1,2,...,«).

Let {a,,&i}, (a2>M> • • •> {a«»^nl De a sequence of disjoint pairs of elements,

each disjoint also from L, and let L' = L U U,"=i{ar-,6,-} have the partial

ordering induced by L and the comparabilities z, > a, > x,, z, > bt > x,, for

each i = 1, 2, ..., w. In view of Lemma 1, L' is a lattice that contains L as a

sublattice. Indeed, since any two minimal nontrivial quotients are projective,

L' is simple; a fortiori, L' is subdirectly irreducible. By Lemma 2, L' is

embeddable in a finite three-generated lattice L". As L" is a subdirect product

of finite, three-generated, subdirectly irreducible lattices, and as L' is itself

subdirectly irreducible, we conclude that L is embeddable in a finite, three-

generated, subdirectly irreducible lattice L'". The last step, of embedding L'"

in a finite, four-generated, simple lattice, is accomplished by our final lemma.

Let us note that there is no loss in generality to assume that the length of L'"

is at least three.

For elements a, b in a lattice L let 9(a,b) denote the least congruence

relation in L that identifies a and b; for quotients a/b and c/d in L we write

a/b 71 c/d (or c/d \ a/b) whenever a V d = c and a A d = b. Let 0 and 1

denote the universal bounds of L. For all further terminology we refer to [1].

Lemma 3. Let L be a finite subdirectly irreducible lattice of length at least three.

Then there exist a, b G L with 1 > a > b > 0 such that 9(a, b) is the minimum

nontrivial congruence relation in L. Furthermore, for distinct elements c, d,

disjoint from L, L' = L U {c, d), with the partial ordering induced by L and the

comparabilities 1 > c > b, c > d > 0, is a simple lattice that contains L as a

sublattice.

In L', c = b V d; hence, if L is three-generated then L' is four-generated.

Proof. Let 9 be the minimum nontrivial congruence relation in L. If 1 > cx

and 9 = 9(1,cx), say, then, as L is subdirectly irreducible, there is a coatom c2

in L distinct from c,. Furthermore, if there exists d satisfying c, > d

> c, A c2 (or c2> d> cx A c2) then 9 = 9(cx,d) (9 = 0(c2,a")). Let us

suppose that c, > c, A c2 and c2 >- c, A c2. If c, A c2 > 0 then 9 =

f9(ci,c, A c2); if q A c2 = 0 then, since L has length at least three, there

exists a coatom c3 distinct from cx and c2. In this case, (0,ci,c2,C3,1} is a

sublattice of L and 0 = I (9); that is, L is simple. Hence, any a, b G L

satisfying 1 > a > b > 0 also satisfy 9 = 9(a, b).

Now, in the light of Lemma 1, the partially ordered set L' as constructed

above is a lattice and L is a sublattice of L'. Moreover, the congruence relation

9' generated by identifying a with b in L' is the minimum nontrivial

congruence relation in L'; hence, L' is subdirectly irreducible. It remains only
to show that 0=1    (9').

Since L is subdirectly irreducible, L contains distinct coatoms xx, x2 and

distinct atoms y,, y2. If xx > b and x2 > b then

a/fc /» 1/c \ xx/b    and    a/6 / \/c \ x2/Z>.

Hence, xx = b   (9') and x2 = b   (9') so that 1 = b   (9'). If x, > b then
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a/b 7* a/c \ xx/xx A b /"  l/b.

Therefore, under any circumstances 1 = b (6'). On the other hand, if yx < b

and y2 < b then

c/b \ d/0 /* c/yx    and    c/b \ d/0 7 c/y2.

Then^j = c (9') and_y2 = c (9') so that 0 = c (#') which, together with

1 = b (9') implies that 0 = 1 (9'). Finally, if yx ^ b then a/f> /" 1/c \ yx/0
and, as c/b \ rf/0, we conclude that yx = 0 (f?') and d = 0 (f?') so that

;,V(/=1=0   (0').    □
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